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The Alpha Masters - Maneet Ahuja 2014-11-10
The ultimate behind-the-curtain look at the hedge fund industry, unlocking the most valuable stories,
secrets, and lessons directly from those who have played the game best. Written by Maneet Ahuja, the
hedge fund industry insider, The Alpha Masters brings the secretive world of hedge funds into the light of
day for the first time. As the authority that the biggest names in the business, including John Paulson, David
Tepper, and Bill Ackman, go to before breaking major news, Ahuja has access to the innermost workings of
the hedge fund industry. For the first time, in Alpha Masters, Ahuja provides both institutional and savvy
private investors with tangible, analytical insight into the psychology of the trade, the strategies and
investment criteria serious money managers use to determine and evaluate their positions, and special
guidance on how the reader can replicate this success themselves. There are few people with access to the
inner chambers of the hedge fund industry, and as a result it remains practically uncharted financial
territory. Alpha Masters changes all that, shedding light on star fund managers and how exactly they
consistently outperform the market. The book: Contains easy-to-follow chapters that are broken down by
strategy--Long/Short, Event Arbitrage, Value, Macro, Distressed, Quantitative, Commodities, Activist, pure
Short, Fund of Funds. Includes insights from the biggest names in the trading game, including Ray Dalio,
Marc Lasry, Jim Chanos, Sonia Gardner, Pierre Lagrange, and Tim Wong. Features contributions from
industry icon Mohamed El-Erian Many of the subjects profiled in this groundbreaking new book have never
spoken so candidly about their field, providing extremely provocative, newsworthy analysis of today's
investing landscape.
More Money Than God - Sebastian Mallaby 2010-09-06
Wealthy, powerful, and potentially dangerous, hedge-find managers have emerged as the stars of twentyfirst century capitalism. Based on unprecedented access to the industry, More Money Than God provides
the first authoritative history of hedge funds. This is the inside story of their origins in the 1960s and 1970s,
their explosive battles with central banks in the 1980s and 1990s, and finally their role in the financial
crisis of 2007-9. Hedge funds reward risk takers, so they tend to attract larger-than-life personalities. Jim
Simons began life as a code-breaker and mathematician, co-authoring a paper on theoretical geometry that
led to breakthroughs in string theory. Ken Griffin started out trading convertible bonds from his Harvard
dorm room. Paul Tudor Jones happily declared that a 1929-style crash would be 'total rock-and-roll' for him.
Michael Steinhardt was capable of reducing underlings to sobs. 'All I want to do is kill myself,' one said.
'Can I watch?' Steinhardt responded. A saga of riches and rich egos, this is also a history of discovery.
Drawing on insights from mathematics, economics and psychology to crack the mysteries of the market,
hedge funds have transformed the world, spawning new markets in exotic financial instruments and
rewriting the rules of capitalism. And while major banks, brokers, home lenders, insurers and money
market funds failed or were bailed out during the crisis of 2007-9, the hedge-fund industry survived the
test, proving that money can be successfully managed without taxpayer safety nets. Anybody pondering
fixes to the financial system could usefully start here: the future of finance lies in the history of hedge
funds.
Inside the House of Money - Steven Drobny 2011-02-02
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Inside the House of Money lifts the veil on the typically opaque world of hedge funds, offering a rare
glimpse at how today's highest paid money managers approach their craft. Author Steven Drobny
demystifies how these star traders make billions for well-heeled investors, revealing their theories,
strategies and approaches to markets. Drobny, cofounder of Drobny Global Advisors, an international
macroeconomic research and advisory firm, has tapped into his network and beyond in order assemble this
collection of thirteen interviews with the industry's best minds. Along the way, you'll get an inside look at
firsthand trading experiences through some of the major world financial crises of the last few decades.
Whether Russian bonds, Pakistani stocks, Southeast Asian currencies or stakes in African brewing
companies, no market or instrument is out of bounds for these elite global macro hedge fund managers.
Highly accessible and filled with in-depth expert opinion, Inside the House of Money is a must-read for
financial professionals and anyone else interested in understanding the complexities at stake in world
financial markets. "The ruminations of supposedly hush-hush hedge fund operators are richly illuminating."
--New York Times
Ugly Americans - Ben Mezrich 2011-12-31
The true story of the Ivy League hedge fund cowboys who gambled with the dangerously high stakes of the
Asian stock market. John Malcolm, high school football hero and Princeton graduate made his millions back
in the early '90s, a time when dozens of elite young American graduates made their fortunes in hedge funds
in the Far East, beating the Japanese at their own game, riding the crashing waves of the Asian stock
markets, gambling at impossibly high stakes and winning. Failure meant not only bankruptcy and disgrace
à la Nick Leeson, but potentially even death - at the hands of the Japanese Yakuza: one of the world's most
notoriously violent organised crime syndicates. Ugly Americans tells Malcolm's story, and that of others like
him, in a high octane book, filled with glamour, money and the dangers these incur, this true story is a
cross between Mezrich's own best-selling Bringing Down the House and Michael Lewis' Liar's Poker.
The Hedge Fund Book - Richard C. Wilson 2011-04-12
An accessible guide to effectively operating in the hedge fund arena Hedge funds are now in the news more
than a thousand times a day and yet it is hard to find clear, factual information about how they operate,
raise capital, and invest. The Hedge Fund Book provides real-world case studies of various hedge fund
managers providing a solid foundation in specialized hedge fund knowledge for both financial professionals
and those aspiring to enter this field. It provides an analysis of funds within different phases of their life
cycles and investment processes, and examines each cycle in ways that would be informational for
marketers as well as investors, bankers, and financial professionals who would like to learn more about
day-to-day hedge fund operations Addresses everything you need to know about this popular segment of the
financial industry within a case study format Each chapter contains several types of investment and
situational analyses, insights and best practices along with a review and "test your knowledge section"
Written by a successful hedge fund consultant and head of one of the largest hedge fund networking groups
in the industry with more than 30,000 members This book is required reading for participants within the
hedge fund industry's leading designation program, the CHP Designation If you're looking to gain a better
understanding of hedge funds, look no further than The Hedge Fund Book.
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The End of Wall Street - Roger Lowenstein 2010-04-06
Watch a Video Watch a video Download the cheat sheet for Roger Lowenstein's The End of Wall Street »
The roots of the mortgage bubble and the story of the Wall Street collapse-and the government's
unprecedented response-from our most trusted business journalist. The End of Wall Street is a blow-byblow account of America's biggest financial collapse since the Great Depression. Drawing on 180
interviews, including sit-downs with top government officials and Wall Street CEOs, Lowenstein tells, with
grace, wit, and razor-sharp understanding, the full story of the end of Wall Street as we knew it. Displaying
the qualities that made When Genius Failed a timeless classic of Wall Street-his sixth sense for narrative
drama and his unmatched ability to tell complicated financial stories in ways that resonate with the
ordinary reader-Roger Lowenstein weaves a financial, economic, and sociological thriller that indicts
America for succumbing to the siren song of easy debt and speculative mortgages. The End of Wall Street is
rife with historical lessons and bursting with fast-paced action. Lowenstein introduces his story with
precisely etched, laserlike profiles of Angelo Mozilo, the Johnny Appleseed of subprime mortgages who
spreads toxic loans across the landscape like wild crabapples, and moves to a damning explication of how
rating agencies helped gift wrap faulty loans in the guise of triple-A paper and a takedown of the academic
formulas that-once again- proved the ruin of investors and banks. Lowenstein excels with a series of searing
profiles of banking CEOs, such as the ferretlike Dick Fuld of Lehman and the bloodless Jamie Dimon of JP
Morgan, and of government officials from the restless, deal-obsessed Hank Paulson and the overmatched
Tim Geithner to the cerebral academic Ben Bernanke, who sought to avoid a repeat of the one crisis he
spent a lifetime trying to understand-the Great Depression. Finally, we come to understand the majesty of
Lowenstein's theme of liquidity and capital, which explains the origins of the crisis and that positions the
collapse of 2008 as the greatest ever of Wall Street's unlearned lessons. The End of Wall Street will be
essential reading as we work to identify the lessons of the market failure and start to reb...
The Little Book of Hedge Funds - Anthony Scaramucci 2012-05-01
The Little Book of Hedge Funds that's big on explanations even the casual investor can use An accessible
overview of hedge funds, from their historical origin, to their perceived effect on the global economy, to
why individual investors should understand how they work, The Little Book of Hedge Funds is essential
reading for anyone seeking the tools and information needed to invest in this lucrative yet mysterious
world. Authored by wealth management expert Anthony Scaramucci, and providing a comprehensive
overview of this shadowy corner of high finance, the book is written in a straightforward and entertaining
style. Packed with introspective commentary, highly applicable advice, and engaging anecdotes, this Little
Book: Explains why the future of hedge funds lies in their ability to provide greater transparency and
access in order to attract investors currently put off because they do not understand how they work Shows
that hedge funds have grown in both size and importance in the investment community and why individual
investors need to be aware of their activities Demystifies hedge fund myths, by analyzing the infamous 2
and 20 performance fee and addressing claims that there is an increased risk in investing in hedge funds
Explores a variety of financial instruments—including leverage, short selling and hedging—that hedge
funds use to reduce risk, enhance returns, and minimize correlation with equity and bond markets Written
to provide novice investors, experienced financiers, and financial institutions with the tools and information
needed to invest in hedge funds, this book is a must read for anyone with outstanding questions about this
key part of the twenty-first century economy.
The Quants - Scott Patterson 2010-02-02
With the immediacy of today’s NASDAQ close and the timeless power of a Greek tragedy, The Quants is at
once a masterpiece of explanatory journalism, a gripping tale of ambition and hubris, and an ominous
warning about Wall Street’s future. In March of 2006, four of the world’s richest men sipped champagne in
an opulent New York hotel. They were preparing to compete in a poker tournament with million-dollar
stakes, but those numbers meant nothing to them. They were accustomed to risking billions. On that night,
these four men and their cohorts were the new kings of Wall Street. Muller, Griffin, Asness, and Weinstein
were among the best and brightest of a new breed, the quants. Over the prior twenty years, this species of
math whiz--technocrats who make billions not with gut calls or fundamental analysis but with formulas and
high-speed computers--had usurped the testosterone-fueled, kill-or-be-killed risk-takers who’d long been the
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alpha males the world’s largest casino. The quants helped create a digitized money-trading machine that
could shift billions around the globe with the click of a mouse. Few realized, though, that in creating this
unprecedented machine, men like Muller, Griffin, Asness and Weinstein had sowed the seeds for history’s
greatest financial disaster. Drawing on unprecedented access to these four number-crunching titans, The
Quants tells the inside story of what they thought and felt in the days and weeks when they helplessly
watched much of their net worth vaporize--and wondered just how their mind-bending formulas and geniuslevel IQ’s had led them so wrong, so fast.
The Power Law - Sebastian Mallaby 2022-02-01
“A gripping fly-on-the-wall story of the rise of this unique and important industry based on extensive
interviews with some of the most successful venture capitalists.” - Daniel Rasmussen, Wall Street Journal “A
must-read for anyone seeking to understand modern-day Silicon Valley and even our economy writ large.” Bethany McLean, The Washington Post "A rare and unsettling look inside a subculture of unparalleled
influence.” —Jane Mayer "A classic...A book of exceptional reporting, analysis and storytelling.” —Charles
Duhigg From the New York Times bestselling author of More Money Than God comes the astonishingly
frank and intimate story of Silicon Valley’s dominant venture-capital firms—and how their strategies and
fates have shaped the path of innovation and the global economy Innovations rarely come from “experts.”
Elon Musk was not an “electric car person” before he started Tesla. When it comes to improbable
innovations, a legendary tech VC told Sebastian Mallaby, the future cannot be predicted, it can only be
discovered. It is the nature of the venture-capital game that most attempts at discovery fail, but a very few
succeed at such a scale that they more than make up for everything else. That extreme ratio of success and
failure is the power law that drives the VC business, all of Silicon Valley, the wider tech sector, and, by
extension, the world. In The Power Law, Sebastian Mallaby has parlayed unprecedented access to the most
celebrated venture capitalists of all time—the key figures at Sequoia, Kleiner Perkins, Accel, Benchmark,
and Andreessen Horowitz, as well as Chinese partnerships such as Qiming and Capital Today—into a
riveting blend of storytelling and analysis that unfurls the history of tech incubation, in the Valley and
ultimately worldwide. We learn the unvarnished truth, often for the first time, about some of the most
iconic triumphs and infamous disasters in Valley history, from the comedy of errors at the birth of Apple to
the avalanche of venture money that fostered hubris at WeWork and Uber. VCs’ relentless search for grand
slams brews an obsession with the ideal of the lone entrepreneur-genius, and companies seen as potential
“unicorns” are given intoxicating amounts of power, with sometimes disastrous results. On a more systemic
level, the need to make outsized bets on unproven talent reinforces bias, with women and minorities still
represented at woefully low levels. This does not just have social justice implications: as Mallaby relates,
China’s homegrown VC sector, having learned at the Valley’s feet, is exploding and now has more women
VC luminaries than America has ever had. Still, Silicon Valley VC remains the top incubator of business
innovation anywhere—it is not where ideas come from so much as where they go to become the products
and companies that create the future. By taking us so deeply into the VCs’ game, The Power Law helps us
think about our own future through their eyes.
Hedge Fund Market Wizards - Jack D. Schwager 2012-04-25
Fascinating insights into the hedge fund traders who consistently outperform the markets, in their own
words From bestselling author, investment expert, and Wall Street theoretician Jack Schwager comes a
behind-the-scenes look at the world of hedge funds, from fifteen traders who've consistently beaten the
markets. Exploring what makes a great trader a great trader, Hedge Fund Market Wizards breaks new
ground, giving readers rare insight into the trading philosophy and successful methods employed by some
of the most profitable individuals in the hedge fund business. Presents exclusive interviews with fifteen of
the most successful hedge fund traders and what they've learned over the course of their careers Includes
interviews with Jamie Mai, Joel Greenblatt, Michael Platt, Ray Dalio, Colm O’Shea, Ed Thorp, and many
more Explains forty key lessons for traders Joins Stock Market Wizards, New Market Wizards, and Market
Wizards as the fourth installment of investment guru Jack Schwager's acclaimed bestselling series of
interviews with stock market experts A candid assessment of each trader's successes and failures, in their
own words, the book shows readers what they can learn from each, and also outlines forty essential
lessons—from finding a trading method that fits an investor's personality to learning to appreciate the value
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of diversification—that investment professionals everywhere can apply in their own careers. Bringing
together the wisdom of the true masters of the markets, Hedge Fund Market Wizards is a collection of
timeless insights into what it takes to trade in the hedge fund world.
The Complete Guide to Hedge Funds and Hedge Fund Strategies - D. Capocci 2013-01-01
One-stop-guide to the hedge fund industry, investment and trading strategies adopted by hedge funds and
the industry's regulation. For anyone with an interest in investing or managing funds, it presents
everything practitioners need to know to understand these investment vehicles from their theoretical
underpinnings, to how they work in practice.
More Money Than God - Sebastian Mallaby 2011-05-03
Wealthy, powerful, and potentially dangerous, hedge-find managers have emerged as the stars of twentyfirst century capitalism. Based on unprecedented access to the industry, More Money Than God provides
the first authoritative history of hedge funds. This is the inside story of their origins in the 1960s and 1970s,
their explosive battles with central banks in the 1980s and 1990s, and finally their role in the financial
crisis of 2007-9. Hedge funds reward risk takers, so they tend to attract larger-than-life personalities. Jim
Simons began life as a code-breaker and mathematician, co-authoring a paper on theoretical geometry that
led to breakthroughs in string theory. Ken Griffin started out trading convertible bonds from his Harvard
dorm room. Paul Tudor Jones happily declared that a 1929-style crash would be 'total rock-and-roll' for him.
Michael Steinhardt was capable of reducing underlings to sobs. 'All I want to do is kill myself,' one said.
'Can I watch?' Steinhardt responded. A saga of riches and rich egos, this is also a history of discovery.
Drawing on insights from mathematics, economics and psychology to crack the mysteries of the market,
hedge funds have transformed the world, spawning new markets in exotic financial instruments and
rewriting the rules of capitalism. And while major banks, brokers, home lenders, insurers and money
market funds failed or were bailed out during the crisis of 2007-9, the hedge-fund industry survived the
test, proving that money can be successfully managed without taxpayer safety nets. Anybody pondering
fixes to the financial system could usefully start here: the future of finance lies in the history of hedge
funds.
The Buy Side - Turney Duff 2013-06-04
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A former Galleon Group trader portrays an after-hours Wall Street
culture where drugs and sex are rampant and billions in trading commissions flow to those who dangle the
most enticements. A remarkable writing debut, filled with indelible moments, The Buy Side shows as no
book ever has the rewards—and dizzying temptations—of making a living on the Street. Growing up in the
1980’s Turney Duff was your average kid from Kennebunk, Maine, eager to expand his horizons. After
trying – and failing – to land a job as a journalist, he secured a trainee position at Morgan Stanley and got
his first feel for the pecking order that exists in the trading pits. Those on the “buy side,” the traders who
make large bets on whether a stock will rise or fall, are the “alphas” and those on the “sell side,” the
brokers who handle their business, are eager to please. How eager to please was brought home stunningly
to Turney in 1999 when he arrived at the Galleon Group, a colossal hedge-fund management firm run by
secretive founder Raj Rajaratnam. Finally in a position to trade on his own, Turney was encouraged to
socialize with the sell side and siphon from his new broker friends as much information as possible. Soon he
was not just vacuuming up valuable tips but also being lured into a variety of hedonistic pursuits. Naïve
enough to believe he could keep up the lifestyle without paying a price, he managed to keep an eye on his
buy-and-sell charts and, meanwhile, pondered the strange goings on at Galleon, where tens of millions were
being made each week in sometimes mysterious ways. At his next positions, at Argus Partners and J.L.
Berkowitz, Turney climbed to even higher heights – and, as it turned out, plummeted to even lower depths –
as, by day, he solidified his reputation one of the Street’s most powerful healthcare traders, and by night,
he blazed a path through the city’s nightclubs, showing off his social genius and voraciously inhaling any
drug that would fill the void he felt inside. A mesmerizingly immersive journey through Wall Street’s first
millennial decade, and a poignant self portrait by a young man who surely would have destroyed himself
were it not for his decision to walk away from a seven-figure annual income, The Buy Side is one of the best
coming-of-age-on-the-Street books ever written.
Summary of Sebastian Mallaby's More Money Than God - Everest Media, 2022-06-30T22:59:00Z
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Please note: This is a companion version & not the original book. Sample Book Insights: #1 The hedge-fund
managers of the second gilded age are not new, and they are not unique. They are the descendants of the
hedge-fund managers of the 1960s boom, who were described as being secretive and arrogant. #2 Alfred
Winslow Jones, the founder of the first hedge fund, was a unlikely Wall Street patriarch. He had
experimented restlessly with multiple careers, and in 1949 he invented his hedged fund. He was cut from
different cloth than his competitors. #3 Jones was posted to Berlin in December 1930, and he met Anna
Block, a socialite and left-wing anti-Nazi activist. They married in secret, but the union was soon discovered
by his embassy colleagues. The divorce forced his resignation from the State Department in May 1932. #4
As a sociologist and journalist, Jones was able to navigate the turmoil in America and come out more
levelheaded than before. He wrote a book in 1941 titled Life, Liberty, and Property, which was a standard
sociology textbook.
The Man Who Knew - Sebastian Mallaby 2016-10-11
“Exceptional . . . Deeply researched and elegantly written . . . As a description of the politics and pressures
under which modern independent central banking has to operate, the book is incomparable.” —Financial
Times The definitive biography of the most important economic statesman of our time Sebastian Mallaby's
magisterial biography of Alan Greenspan, the product of over five years of research based on untrammeled
access to his subject and his closest professional and personal intimates, brings into vivid focus the
mysterious point where the government and the economy meet. To understand Greenspan's story is to see
the economic and political landscape of our time—and the presidency from Reagan to George W. Bush—in a
whole new light. As the most influential economic statesman of his age, Greenspan spent a lifetime
grappling with a momentous shift: the transformation of finance from the fixed and regulated system of the
post-war era to the free-for-all of the past quarter century. The story of Greenspan is also the story of the
making of modern finance, for good and for ill. Greenspan's life is a quintessential American success story:
raised by a single mother in the Jewish émigré community of Washington Heights, he was a math prodigy
who found a niche as a stats-crunching consultant. A master at explaining the economic weather to captains
of industry, he translated that skill into advising Richard Nixon in his 1968 campaign. This led to a perch on
the White House Council of Economic Advisers, and then to a dazzling array of business and government
roles, from which the path to the Fed was relatively clear. A fire-breathing libertarian and disciple of Ayn
Rand in his youth who once called the Fed's creation a historic mistake, Mallaby shows how Greenspan
reinvented himself as a pragmatist once in power. In his analysis, and in his core mission of keeping
inflation in check, he was a maestro indeed, and hailed as such. At his retirement in 2006, he was lauded as
the age's necessary man, the veritable God in the machine, the global economy's avatar. His memoirs sold
for record sums to publishers around the world. But then came 2008. Mallaby's story lands with both feet
on the great crash which did so much to damage Alan Greenspan's reputation. Mallaby argues that the
conventional wisdom is off base: Greenspan wasn't a naïve ideologue who believed greater regulation was
unnecessary. He had pressed for greater regulation of some key areas of finance over the years, and had
gotten nowhere. To argue that he didn't know the risks in irrational markets is to miss the point. He knew
more than almost anyone; the question is why he didn't act, and whether anyone else could or would have.
A close reading of Greenspan's life provides fascinating answers to these questions, answers whose lessons
we would do well to heed. Because perhaps Mallaby's greatest lesson is that economic statesmanship, like
political statesmanship, is the art of the possible. The Man Who Knew is a searching reckoning with what
exactly comprised the art, and the possible, in the career of Alan Greenspan.
The Greatest Trade Ever - Gregory Zuckerman 2010-12-07
In 2006, hedge fund manager John Paulson realized something few others suspected--that the housing
market and the value of subprime mortgages were grossly inflated and headed for a major fall. Paulson's
background was in mergers and acquisitions, however, and he knew little about real estate or how to wager
against housing. He had spent a career as an also-ran on Wall Street. But Paulson was convinced this was
his chance to make his mark. He just wasn't sure how to do it. Colleagues at investment banks scoffed at
him and investors dismissed him. Even pros skeptical about housing shied away from the complicated
derivative investments that Paulson was just learning about. But Paulson and a handful of renegade
investors such as Jeffrey Greene and Michael Burry began to bet heavily against risky mortgages and
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precarious financial companies. Timing is everything, though. Initially, Paulson and the others lost tens of
millions of dollars as real estate and stocks continued to soar. Rather than back down, however, Paulson
redoubled his bets, putting his hedge fund and his reputation on the line. In the summer of 2007, the
markets began to implode, bringing Paulson early profits, but also sparking efforts to rescue real estate and
derail him. By year's end, though, John Paulson had pulled off the greatest trade in financial history,
earning more than $15 billion for his firm--a figure that dwarfed George Soros's billion-dollar currency
trade in 1992. Paulson made billions more in 2008 by transforming his gutsy move. Some of the underdog
investors who attempted the daring trade also reaped fortunes. But others who got the timing wrong met
devastating failure, discovering that being early and right wasn't nearly enough. Written by the
prizewinning reporter who broke the story in The Wall Street Journal, The Greatest Trade Ever is a
superbly written, fast-paced, behind-the-scenes narrative of how a contrarian foresaw an escalating
financial crisis--that outwitted Chuck Prince, Stanley O'Neal, Richard Fuld, and Wall Street's titans--to
make financial history.
Guide to Hedge Funds - Philip Coggan 2011-09-20
Hedge fund managers are the new "masters of the universe." The best earn more than $1 billion a year and
are so sought after that they can afford to turn investor money away. The funds they run have, to some
extent, established an alternative financial system, replacing banks as lenders to risky companies, acting as
providers of liquidity to markets and insurers of last resort for risks such as hurricanes, and replacing
pension funds and mutual funds as the most significant investors in many companies—even in some cases
buying companies outright. The revised and updated second edition of this lively guide sheds much needed
light on the world of hedge funds by explaining what they are, what they do, who the main players are, the
regulations affecting them, the arguments as to whether they are a force for good or bad, and what the
future holds for them. "More people have a view about hedge funds than know about them. Philip Coggan
bridges the knowledge gap in this clearly written guide. Every chapter is a goldmine of information and
analysis, making it easy to learn about hedge funds. No investor, no investment adviser, no trustee, no
dinner-table conversationalist should express opinions on the sector until they have read this book." —Elroy
Dimson, BGI Professor of Investment Management, London Business School "While much has been written
about hedge fund strategies and their (occasionally spectacular) failures, we have not yet seen a general
primer to help the investor understand the world of hedge funds. Philip Coggan presents us with exactly
that—a well-written, succinct summary of a world we all need to understand better." —Rob Arnott,
Chairman of Research Affiliates and Editor Emeritus of the Financial Analysts Journal
The World's Banker - Sebastian Mallaby 2006-04-25
Never has the World Bank's relief work been more important than in the last nine years, when crises as
huge as AIDS and the emergence of terrorist sanctuaries have threatened the prosperity of billions. This
journalistic masterpiece by Washington Post columnist Sebastian Mallaby charts those controversial years
at the Bank under the leadership of James Wolfensohn—the unstoppable power broker whose daring efforts
to enlarge the planet's wealth in an age of globalization and terror were matched only by the force of his
polarizing personality. Based on unprecedented access to its subject, this captivating tour through the
messy reality of global development is that rare triumph—an emblematic story through which a gifted
author has channeled the spirit of the age. This edition features a new afterword by the author that
analyzes the appointment of Paul Wolfowitz as Wolfensohn's successor at the World bank
Julian Robertson - Daniel A. Strachman 2004-08-27
Julian Robertson is one of the most successful and well-known hedge fund managers of our time. For nearly
twenty years his infamous fund--Tiger Management--was the talk of the town, routinely delivering doubledigit performance. This biography will explore this legendary fund manager's role in the development and
popularity of hedge funds, examine his investment methodology and strategy, and look at the growth of his
fund and his 'Tigers'--individuals who have gone on to great success themselves. * Includes candid
interviews of Robertson, his colleagues, and his peers * Uncovers the trading strategies and investment
style of a legendary fund manager * Offers a rare glimpse inside the personal world of Julian Robertson
READERSHIP: Those with any interest in or knowledge of hedge funds, business readers, investment
professionals. Daniel A. Strachman is Managing Director of Answers Company, a New York-based money
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management firm that offers investment management services to individuals and institutions. He has
contributed many articles on investment management and strategies to publications including the New
York Post and the Financial Times and is also the author of Getting Started in Hedge Funds (Wiley 2000).
Also available by Daniel Strachman, Getting Started in Hedge Funds, 0471316962 Paper. EAN 9780471323631 Carton Quantity - 41
The Invisible Hands - Steven Drobny 2011-08-08
Hedge fund managers who survived and profited through the 2008 financial crisis share their secrets In
light of the colossal losses and amidst the resulting confusion that still lingers, it is time to rethink money
management in the broadest of terms. Drastic changes need to be made, and managers who actually made
money during 2008 make for a logical starting place. The Invisible Hands provides investors and traders
with the latest thinking from some of the best and the most successful players in money management,
highlighting the specific risk and return objectives of each, and discussing the evolution of certain styles
and beliefs in money management. Contains revealing interviews with top hedge fund managers who
survived and prospered through the 2008 financial crisis Outlines investments and strategies for the rocky
road ahead Reveals how hedge fund managers are seeking a new paradigm of risk management and profit
making opportunities in the post-crisis world Gives guidance on how traditional investors such as pensions,
endowments, foundations and family offices should rethink how they approach asset allocation and portfolio
construction Page by page, the top macro thinkers found in this book reveal their own approaches to
markets, risk, and the broader world in which we live, as well as their advice on how investors should be
approaching money management in today's uncertain world.
Diary of a Very Bad Year - Anonymous Hedge Fund Manager 2010-06-22
The First Book from n+1—an Essential Chronicle of Our Financial Crisis HFM: Where are you going to buy
protection on the U.S. government's credit? I mean, if the U.S. defaults, what bank is going to be able to
make good on that contract? Who are you going to buy that contract from, the Martians? n+1: When does
this begin to feel like less of a cyclical thing, like the weather, and more of a permanent, end-of-the-world
kind of thing? HFM: When you see me selling apples out on the street, that's when you should go stock up
on guns and ammunition.
The Ultimate Hedge Fund Guide - Frank Nagy 2014-12-10
In his new book, hedge fund consultant Frank Nagy takes the novice through the steps to properly set up
and manage a fully functioning hedge fund. The Ultimate Hedge Fund Guide provides new fund
managers/traders with the knowledge and tools they need to be familiar with setting up and managing their
own hedge fund. While other books are closely focused on specific topics such as trading and managing,
The Ultimate Hedge Fund Guide gives the reader a fresh look on the basic setup and managing of a U.S. or
offshore hedge fund. The Ultimate Hedge Fund Guide will provide answers on topics including: - Choosing
your administrator, auditor and attorney - Marketing your fund while maintaining proper compliance Understanding your offering documents - And more... As a former FINRA licensed Registered
Representative (Series 7/63), stock and Forex traders, as well as fixed income traders have benefited from
Mr Nagy's experience and knowledge in the securities and fund formation process.
Hedgehogging - Barton Biggs 2011-01-11
Rare is the opportunity to chat with a legendary financial figure and hear the unvarnished truth about what
really goes on behind the scenes. Hedgehogging represents just such an opportunity, allowing you to step
inside the world of Wall Street with Barton Biggs as he discusses investing in general, hedge funds in
particular, and how he has learned to find and profit from the best moneymaking opportunities in an eatwhat-you-kill, cutthroat investment world.
Flash Crash - Liam Vaughan 2020-05-12
"[An] extraordinary tale"—Wall Street Journal "Compelling [and] engaging"—Financial Times
"Magnificently detailed yet pacy...Think Trading Places meets Wall Street"—Sunday Times (UK) The
riveting story of a trading prodigy who amassed $70 million from his childhood bedroom—until the US
government accused him of helping trigger an unprecedented market collapse On May 6, 2010, financial
markets around the world tumbled simultaneously and without warning. In the span of five minutes, a
trillion dollars of valuation was lost. The Flash Crash, as it became known, represented what was then the
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fastest drop in market history. When share values rebounded less than half an hour later, experts around
the globe were left perplexed. What had they just witnessed? Navinder Singh Sarao hardly seemed like a
man who would shake the world's financial markets to their core. Raised in a working-class neighborhood
in West London, Nav was a preternaturally gifted trader who played the markets like a computer game. By
the age of thirty, he had left behind London's "trading arcades," working instead out of his childhood home.
For years the money poured in. But when lightning-fast electronic traders infiltrated markets and started
eating into his profits, Nav built a system of his own to fight back. It worked—until 2015, when the FBI
arrived at his door. Depending on whom you ask, Sarao was a scourge, a symbol of a financial system run
horribly amok, or a folk hero who took on the tyranny of Wall Street and the high-frequency traders. A reallife financial thriller, Flash Crash uncovers the remarkable, behind-the-scenes narrative of a mystifying
market crash, a globe-spanning investigation into international fraud, and a man at the center of them both.
Jim Cramer's Real Money - Jim Cramer 2009-01-06
Presents guidelines on how to invest successfully by becoming a "prudent speculator," explaining the role
of psychology in risk taking while covering such topics as spotting an undervalued stock and knowing when
to sell.
Investment Strategies of Hedge Funds - Filippo Stefanini 2010-03-11
One of the fastest growing investment sectors ever seen, hedge funds are considered by many to be exotic
and inaccessible. This book provides an intensive learning experience, defining hedge funds, explaining
hedge fund strategies while offering both qualitative and quantitative tools that investors need to access
these types of funds. Topics not usually covered in discussions of hedge funds are included, such as a
theoretical discussion of each hedge fund strategy followed by trading examples provided by successful
hedge fund managers.
Handbook of Hedge Funds - François-Serge Lhabitant 2011-03-23
A comprehensive guide to the burgeoning hedge fund industry Intended as a comprehensive reference for
investors and fund and portfolio managers, Handbook of Hedge Funds combines new material with updated
information from Francois-Serge L’habitant’s two other successful hedge fund books. This book features
up-to-date regulatory and historical information, new case studies and trade examples, detailed analyses of
investment strategies, discussions of hedge fund indices and databases, and tips on portfolio construction.
Francois-Serge L’habitant (Geneva, Switzerland) is the Head of Investment Research at Kedge Capital. He
is Professor of Finance at the University of Lausanne and at EDHEC Business School, as well as the author
of five books, including Hedge Funds: Quantitative Insights (0-470-85667-X) and Hedge Funds: Myths &
Limits (0-470-84477-9), both from Wiley.
Financial Market History: Reflections on the Past for Investors Today - David Chambers
Since the 2008 financial crisis, a resurgence of interest in economic and financial history has occurred
among investment professionals. This book discusses some of the lessons drawn from the past that may
help practitioners when thinking about their portfolios. The book’s editors, David Chambers and Elroy
Dimson, are the academic leaders of the Newton Centre for Endowment Asset Management at the
University of Cambridge in the United Kingdom.
More Money Than God - Sebastian Mallaby 2010
Chronicles the evolution of hedge funds from their origins in the 1960s to their status in the recent
economic crisis, discussing the contributions of key figures while offering insight into how they have
weathered recent financial setbacks and are defining future trends. By the author of The World's Banker.
More Money Than God - Sebastian Mallaby 2010-06-10
The New York Times bestseller “The bright light shed by More Money Than God is particularly welcome.
Mr. Mallaby . . . brings a keen sense of financial theory to his subject and a vivid narrative style.” —Wall
Street Journal “Splendid . . . the definitive history of the hedge fund history, a compelling narrative full of
larger-than-life characters and dramatic tales of their financial triumphs and reversals.” —The Washington
Post The first authoritative history of hedge funds-from their rebel beginnings to their role in defining the
future of finance, from the author of The Power Law Wealthy, powerful, and potentially dangerous, hedge
fund moguls have become the It Boys of twenty-first-century capitalism. Beating the market was long
thought to be impossible, but hedge funds cracked its mysteries and made fortunes in the process. Drawing
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on his unprecedented access to the industry, esteemed financial writer Sebastian Mallaby tells the inside
story of the hedge funds, from their origins in the 1960s to their role in the financial crisis of 2007 to
2009—and explains why understanding the history of hedge funds is key to predicting the future of finance.
Hedge Hunters - Katherine Burton 2010-02-10
All About Hedge Funds, Fully Revised Second Edition - Ezra Zask 2013-01-04
“Every investor stands to benefit from Zask’s long experience and winning narrative.” -- Donald H. Putnam,
Managing Partner, Grail Partners LLC "An easy-to-understand history lesson and guide to the often
misunderstood world of hedge funds . . . a no-nonsense explanation of the industry written so that just
about anyone can understand it. I highly recommend it." -- Mitch Ackles, President of The Hedge Fund
Association EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW TO FIND BIG PROFITS IN HEDGE FUNDS All About
Hedge Funds, Second Edition, is an easy-to-understand introduction to using hedge funds in any investing
strategy. Hedge fund founder and longtime expert on the subject Ezra Zask examines where the industry
stands today and where it is headed to help you determine how best to use hedge funds in your own
portfolio. All About Hedge Funds provides: A detailed history of the hedge fund industry Criticism--fair and
unfair--of hedge funds Hedge fund investing strategies Information on using hedge funds to allocate your
portfolio
Hedge Funds - IMCA 2003-03-10
A well-rounded hedge fund guide for the serious financial professional Alternative investment strategieshedge funds in particular-have experienced a significant resurgence recently, largely in response to the
dramatic downturn of the global equity markets. In response to this explosion in popularity, this book
focuses on many of the best moneymaking strategies related to these alternative investment vehicles. IMCA
(The Investment Management Consultants Association) is a professional association established in 1985,
representing the investment consulting profession in the U.S. and Canada. Kenneth S. Phillips is a member
of the IMCA Advisory Council and Managing Principal of Capital Partners, LLC. Ron Surz, CIMA, is a
member of the IMCA Board of Directors and the President of PPCA Inc.
Money Mavericks - Lars Kroijer 2012
A new edition of this revealing and incisive account of the incredible inside workings of hedge funds.
Shedding light on the incredible inside workings of hedge funds, this book charts the interminable rise of
Holte Capital from 2002 to 2008, explaining what it was like to run a hedge fund in a period where the
industry went from relative obscurity to something everyone wanted to discuss.
Diary of a Hedge Fund Manager - Keith McCullough 2011-08-09
A fast-paced ride through the world of hedge funds revealing the unvarnished truth of how Wall Street
really operates, and how to use this to your advantage An insider's view of the high stakes world of money
management, Diary of a Hedge Fund Manager is both a practical guide for investors and the deeply
personal story of a man who knows the system inside and out. One of the best young portfolio managers on
Wall Street, and helping to run the hedge fund operation of one of the world's most prestigious firms, Keith
McCullough finds himself a lone voice of reason as the economic crisis of 2008 looms large. Shown the
door, his life takes a fascinating turn into the world of independent research and no-holds-barred criticism.
Reveals the unvarnished truth of how Wall Street and hedge funds really operate Deftly details how to
analyze the markets expertly and avoid group think using technical and fundamental measures Each topic
is thoroughly discussed and followed up with lessons you can take away and put to use Written with the
authority of someone who knows how Wall Street and hedge funds work, yet accessible to even a casual
follower of finance, Diary of a Hedge Fund Manager mixes a constructive critique of the investment
industry with fundamental lessons that any investor will find valuable.
Conspiracy of Fools - Kurt Eichenwald 2005-03-14
From an award-winning New York Times reporter comes the full, mind-boggling true story of the lies,
crimes, and ineptitude behind the Enron scandal that imperiled a presidency, destroyed a marketplace, and
changed Washington and Wall Street forever. It was the corporate collapse that appeared to come out of
nowhere. In late 2001, the Enron Corporation—a darling of the financial world, a company whose
executives were friends of presidents and the powerful—imploded virtually overnight, leaving vast
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wreckage in its wake and sparking a criminal investigation that would last for years. Kurt Eichenwald
transforms the unbelievable story of the Enron scandal into a rip-roaring narrative of epic proportions,
taking readers behind every closed door—from the Oval Office to the executive suites, from the highest
reaches of the Justice Department to the homes and bedrooms of the top officers. It is a tale of global
reach—from Houston to Washington, from Bombay to London, from Munich to Sao Paolo—laying out the
unbelievable scenes that twisted together to create this shocking true story. Eichenwald reveals neverdisclosed details of a story that features a cast including George W. Bush, Dick Cheney, Paul O’Neill,
Harvey Pitt, Colin Powell, Gray Davis, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Alan Greenspan, Ken Lay, Andy Fastow, Jeff
Skilling, Bill Clinton, Rupert Murdoch and Sumner Redstone. With its you-are-there glimpse into the
secretive worlds of corporate power, Conspiracy of Fools is an all-true financial and political thriller of
cinematic proportions.
The Power Law - Sebastian Mallaby 2022-01-25
From an award-winning financial historian comes the gripping, character-driven story of venture capital
and the world it made Innovations rarely come from "experts." Jeff Bezos was not a bookseller; Elon Musk
was not in the auto industry. When it comes to innovation, a legendary venture capitalist told Sebastian
Mallaby, the future cannot be predicted, it can only be discovered. Most attempts at discovery fail, but a
few succeed at such a scale that they more than make up for everything else. That extreme ratio of success
and failure is the power law that drives venture capital, Silicon Valley, the tech sector, and, by extension,
the world. Drawing on unprecedented access to the most celebrated venture capitalists of all time, awardwinning financial historian Sebastian Mallaby tells the story of this strange tribe of financiers who have
funded the world's most successful companies, from Google to SpaceX to Alibaba. With a riveting blend of
storytelling and analysis, The Power Law makes sense of the seeming randomness of success in venture
capital, an industry that relies, for good and ill, on gut instinct and personality rather than spreadsheets
and data. We learn the unvarnished truth about some of the most iconic triumphs and infamous disasters in
the history of tech, from the comedy of errors that was the birth of Apple to the venture funding that
fostered hubris at WeWork and Uber to the industry's notorious lack of women and ethnic minorities. Now
the power law echoes around the world: it has transformed China's digital economy beyond recognition,
and London is one of the top cities for venture capital investment. By taking us so deeply into the VCs'
game, The Power Law helps us think about our own future through their eyes.
Top Hedge Fund Investors - Cathleen M. Rittereiser 2017-10-09
A professional's guide to the world of hedge fund investing Throughout the financial crisis of 2008, many
hedge funds suffered massive losses and were often blamed for the extreme market upheavals. In the wake
f the crisis, hedge funds remain a source of fascination for the media, legislators, and investors, mostly due
to misunderstanding. Historically portrayed as risky investment funds for the very wealthy run by
swashbuckling traders, the truth is hedge funds are simply an investment vehicle designed to generate
superior returns and reduce an investor's overall portfolio risk. Investors have good reasons to remain
fascinated with hedge funds. Although many individual funds have underperformed or collapsed, hedge
funds as a whole have provided solid returns while reducing risks. Savvy institutions have invested in hedge
funds for many years and have made them a large and powerful force in the markets. Investing in hedge
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funds requires sophisticated knowledge, understanding, skill, access, and experience. Individuals and
institutions, whether they are new to hedge funds or need to improve, can find those attributes in the
stories of the successful hedge fund investors profiled in Hedge Fund Investors. Hedge Fund Investors
chronicles the challenges and rewards these investors face, in selecting hedge fund managers, managing
risks, and constructing portfolios. In revealing conversations, leading hedge fund investors who place
hundreds of billions of dollars in hedge funds, share their philosophies, strategies, and advice. Profiles a
variety of different investors from the pioneers in hedge fund investing to managers for high net-worth
individuals and fund of funds investors Discusses winners and losers in the recent market decline,
problematic hedge fund strategies, and how these current events will change future strategies Provides
lessons, insights, and advice beneficial to all hedge fund investors Engaging and informative, Hedge Fund
Investors will prove valuable to anyone involved in placing money with hedge funds, as well as hedge funds
who seek to better understand their clients.
So You Want to Start a Hedge Fund - Ted Seides 2016-01-12
Helpful, Accessible Guidance for Budding Hedge Funds So You Want to Start a Hedge Fund provides
critical lessons and thoughtful insights to those trying to decipher the industry, as well as those seeking to
invest in the next generation of high performers. This book foregoes the sensational, headline-grabbing
stories about the few billionaire hedge fund managers to reach the top of the field. Instead, it focuses on
the much more common travails of start-ups and small investment firms. The successes and failures of a
talented group of competitive managers—all highly educated and well trained—show what it takes for
managers and allocators to succeed. These accounts include lessons on funding, team development,
strategy, performance, and allocation. The hedge fund industry is concentrated in the largest funds, and the
big funds are getting bigger. In time, some of these funds will not survive their founders and large sums
will get reallocated to a broader selection of different managers. This practical guide outlines the allocation
process for fledgling funds, and demonstrates how allocators can avoid pitfalls in their investments. So You
Want to Start a Hedge Fund also shows how to: Develop a sound strategy and raise the money you need
Gain a real-world perspective about how allocators think and act Structure your team and investment
process for success Recognize the patterns of successful start-ups The industry is approaching a significant
crossroads. Aggregate growth is slowing and competition is shifting away from industry-wide growth, at the
expense of traditional asset classes, to market share capture within the industry. So You Want to Start a
Hedge Fund provides guidance for the little funds—the potential future leaders of the industry.
The Lost Kitchen - Erin French 2017-05-09
An evocative, gorgeous four-season look at cooking in Maine, with 100 recipes No one can bring small-town
America to life better than a native. Erin French grew up in Freedom, Maine (population 719), helping her
father at the griddle in his diner. An entirely self-taught cook who used cookbooks to form her culinary
education, she now helms her restaurant, The Lost Kitchen, in a historic mill in the same town, creating
meals that draw locals and visitors from around the world to a dining room that feels like an extension of
her home kitchen. The food has been called “brilliant in its simplicity and honesty” by Food & Wine, and it
is exactly this pure approach that makes Erin’s cooking so appealing—and so easy to embrace at home. This
stunning giftable package features a vellum jacket over a printed cover.
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